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-. THE APPLICATION OF THE AIRSHIP TO REGIONS

LACKING IN TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Stephen Coughlin _ ,

ABSTRACT: This paper considers the requirements fer twc
areas of airship application. The first of these are those
countries where there is a need to move consignments that

i_" are too large for the existing transport systems, and

secondly those regions where ground characteristics have _
" resulted in an area totally devoid of transport. The needs

of the second group are considered in detail since they
also require transport to provide social as well as '_

" economic growth. With thi_ problem in mind, a philosophy
is put forward for using airships in conjunction with
LASH vessels. A specimen design is outlined and the
initial costs estimated.

Introduction

I.n order to justify the future development of the airship, it is
necessary to first identify those areas of application where it can
provide transport facilities far superior to any other transport
option. In an attempt to identify these areas, a number of operation.i
situations have been considered. The most promising result of this
study was the unique advantage displayed by the airship in its ability
to provide transport facilities in those regions presently lacking in !
transport infrastructure, the results of which are summarised in this
paper.

i
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_ Identifying Areas of Need

In studying the present distribution of surface transport facilities it
becomes apparent that although existing transport technology provides

=4

an effective coverage for most of the worlds land masses there are two
• _ major areas where present trarsport technology is seen to be inadequate:

t

:_ I) those countries where increased industrial development is
demanding the ability to transport units so large that
existing transport infrastructure is unable to cope.

and 2) certain discrete land areas almost totally devoid of _ny

: form of inland transport.

The first of these is a simple limitation of existing transport ',
systems, and its implications are covered far more adequately by
Stephen Keating in a later paper of this session. The second area

_, of need is seen however as a complete inadequacy in our present ,
technology, and it is with this area that thi_ paper is primarily

_ concerned although in producing an airship d_sign the needs of both
::, markets will be considered.

,. . The Implications of Inadequate Technology

The reason for the total lack of inland "ransport facilities in the
; re_ions outlined above is easily identified as the adverse terrain

that exists within them. The legacy of this problem is a situation
_, that has extensive ramifications upon the economic and social health

of the regions involved. The lack of transport infrastructure makes
% it impossible for both the commercial agricultural and the industrial

activity of the hinterland (mainly agrarian) to expand and develop.
._ i This prevents these regions improving their production from the land,
_' and therefore constrains one of their major assets. Furthermore the

lack of communication retards the growth of other indm'ries into the
hinterland, added to which the lack of transport infra tructure itself
removes a major source of industry. For developing countries, that is,
the provision of the facilities themselves.

This situation leaves those respo_,_ible for these regions in a
frustrated position; the ability to transport goods is a primary
requirement of any economy and many of the regions involved are
rich in natural resources, presently in high demand in the world market
an attribute they are eager to exploit.

The exploitation of these resources in the past has been hindered by
the expense of actually providing the transport facilities neceszary
to extract them from within their _dverse terrain. This situation
is however changing rapidly; the inczeased demand for these r,.sources
has led to a major price escalation, which may justify the ec,nomic
development of the hinterland. This has encouraged a radical
reappraisal of available transport tech_mlogies, the results of which
have included the use of helicopters for logging in Canada and
proposals for many strange conventional aircraft for carrying oil out
of Alaska. These extremes of technological application serve as
perfect examples of the inadequacy of our existing transport
technology, both conventional air and ground modes being unable to
meet the full demands of thc market.
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Market Requirements

The transport needs of the regions discussed appear to be ideally met ":
by the airship. It has been shown to provide a high capacity, low W

:" cost operation, totally independent of the surface conditions, although
the topography o£ the region can give rise to economic constraints. IBefore it is proposed as the complete solution, however, the total

4' implication of its application must be considered.
L 1

:' The Transport Needs of these Regions

/ The introduction of transport infrastructure is m_re than a simple ,
• ability to transfer goods. A developing country must not only •

consider the industry that is being served but also the industry
generated by the operation and implementation of the system. With a
ground based system there is probably as much economic advantage from
the employment of those actually building the road or laying the track, ]

" as there is from the growth introduced by the ability of existing
industries to transport their goods over a wider area.

;' With an airborne system this advantage is lost and it may be further
aggravated where the country in question has to depend upon technical

. back-up from other countries due to the technological complexity of the
vehicle. A situation like this could lead to a balance of payments
situation that stifles rather than stimulates economic growth.

A developing country must therefore adopt a system that has a low
foreign participation and foreign exchange component, thus dictating
a system based upon conventional technology with very little need for
specialist servicing or repair back-up. As it also has to operate is

_, sparsely populated areas well away from centralised technicalfacilities, its construction should be such that it can sustain minor
, damage and still operate, or be easily repairable by the flight crew.
* What is in fact required is a standard "work horse" which can be

simply flown and operated.

This is also likely to be the requirement for the first group outlined, !
(i.e. those requiring to transfer large unit loads), and the ideal i
"work horse" should cater for both of these markets.

For different reasons, both "user" groups outlined require a system
__ that is based upon a minimum investment in ground facilities. This

is consistent with a further requirement, that the system should be tflexible in operation, and should not therefore depend upon specialised
ground equipment, but use facilities readily available at present, t

All of these points help to reduce the investment risk and make it
possible to transfer the operation if it becomes justifiable to
introduce alternative systems once the market is developed.

Design Philosoph Z

In terms of size, the requirements of the unit load sector of the
market is an airship with a payload capacity at least in excess of
several hundred tons. Those areas developing a transport
infrastructure, however, w_ll require a range of airship designs, with
payloads from 20 tons upto several hundred tons.
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Bearing the requirements of both groups in mind and attempting to
produce a design tbat would interest both of the user groups, a large

; payload airship has been considered. The specimen design chosen has a
useful lift capacity of 1000 tons. This provides a unit lift capacity
for superior to any other option available for transport across

,, difficult terrain whilst, for tile general goods market for the areas
discussed, it provides an acceptable commodity flow. The major

h attribute of this size of vehicle however is that, for the general
_- commodity market, it is capable of carrying one of the large LASH
:, barges. This allows the development of a total transport system with
: attributes well beyond any system yet available, a facility that will

•, be discussed later.

: Vehicle Design - The design of the hull is a key area in any airship
_ project, but more so when considering operation in adverse terrain '"

many miles fvo_ the nearest technical back-up. Past studies have
: normally proposed rigid shells which, if damaged, would require a
• highly competent technical back-up and extensive engineering facilities. , :

In an attempt to avoid this problem, Cranfield have been studying
designs based on a fabric outer shell with a concentrated load bearing
structure within it (ref 1). With this type of design, the shell is

, more easily replaced and repaired than with conventional rigid
structures, and the central structure is far more substantial in
proportion to its size and is therefore more easily constructed and

" handled. Both of these attributes provide a structure that can be
easily handled by personnel with very little specialist training. A
similar philosophy has been adopted in selecting the othe_ systems
(i.e. low technology engines and control systems).

' Cargo Handling - Because of the difficult terrain in the regions being
considered, the loading of the cargo must be undertaken as quickly as
possible. For this reason it is far more efficient if the payload ca1_

_. be loaded as a single unit, with the airship hovering above the area.
This does present design problems, but these can be easily catered for
at the design stage, and would simplify all future operation.

Although it has been suggested that the loading of the airship is
undertaken with a single unit, it is assumed that the container will
be loaded with smaller units, the size of which will be matched t_ the
market requirements. This provides a great deal of flexibility tu the
operation, as it means that the larger unit can be loaded with
anything from trucks to plastic bags, a facility that should prove
useful to this type of operation.

The development of the primary container could be undertaken very
simply, if necessary. There is however, a standard container
available that has a capacity of 850 tons. This has been developed
by a shipping company as a barge for use on "lighter aboard ship"
(LASIt) operations. The further flexibility introduced by using a
barge adds an extra dimension to the operation, by reducing the trip
end facilities required. The reduced specialised equipment required
for filling the container has already been mentioned, the container
being able to accept any form of payload from the origin. At the
outer end of the trip however, the barge can be placed in any piece
of sheltered water and left for collection by tugs or a LASH vessel.
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Terminal Facilities

Facilities at Origin - As the origins are expected to be located in
i rugged terrain, and the airship is at its highest risk when operating
: close to the ground, the loading manouvre must be undertaken as

quickly as possible. For th.is reason the operation at the origin will
be restricted to the loading of the payload and the discharge of any
return load or ballast. The loading of fuel nnd replacement parts for
the airship being undertaken at the outer end of the trip, where the
terrain will be more amenable to long stays.

Because of its susceptibility to terrain it may be necessary to
position the loading area away from the origin. It is estimated that
the loading area should be chosen such that within the area of 2 miles ,,
by 1 mile a central area of a _ mile radius does not have any
variations greater than 10' in the centre rising to 1,0OO' at the
outer boundary, and for the area between the I mile boundary and the
outer limits the terrain should not vary much more than 2,O00' in f
general, although odd peaks greater than this could be acceptable.
The layout of the area will also depend upon the direction of the
prevailing wind. An assessment of the total implications of this
can only be undertaken in a complete feasibility analysis, but a
preliminary study has shown that this is possible, although not always
adjacent to the true origin of the goods.

The general philosophy will be to keep the equipment required at the
inland end of the flight to a minimum, and hence reduce the "off
vehicle" capital costs. This can only be introduced to a certain
extent as the problems are difficult, and although the use of
hovering and single load units will simplify this, special equipment
will be necessary. The major problem is the quick loading of the
containers and the removal of the returned unit. Fine manoeuvering
of the airship to place and pick up a container from a specific
point is very unlikely. This gives two options.

a) Design the large container to be moved
quickly to and from the airship

b) Leave the container on the airship and
_ unload and reload quickly

Both of these are technically feasible and would rely most probably on
using an air cushion under either the whole container or cargo pallets.
This keeps the equipment down to a minimum and will require very little
specialised handling equipment, the facility requiring no more than
standard agricultural vehicles. In addition to this a tank for t

holding standby ballast will _lso be required, with a capacity of t
approximately 250,OOO gallons.

Facilities at Destination The use of a barge as the container means
that the airship can unload in sheltered water. This provides an
ideal modal _nterchange; the payload either being taken ashore from the
barge or being transferred directly to a ship for export. In addition
to the interchange advantages the use of a sea-based terminal has :,
many further advantages, i.e.

i) Sea water ballast

ii) L_vel terrain
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: iii) Space to allow a certain amount of drift

, iv) Ample space for storage of barges close to
: shore, whilst waiting for shipping out

-' v) No specialised equipment required

vi) No investment for storage or terminal area.

c

The ballasting will be discussed later in the report but the ready
[ available ability of water must not be iguored. By far the greatest

I attribute of the sea terminal is the unobstructed space and the
flexibility of the location. The unobstructed space can allow more
time to be spent at the terminal for repairs, refuelling and crew

: replacement, without a high risk. At the destination the only ,,
equipment needed will be a tug boat together with the exchange barge.
This implies a very low capital investment, a facility that is only
available with this type of system.

Ballasting System

For this type of operation the use of sea water ballast would seem
logical. Fresh water may have advantages in certain areas but it
does not provide the control advantage offered by a sea water system

• unless available in large quantities (i.e. lakes, etc). The
ballasting system developed for this study plays a dual role of both
stabilising the airship whilst moored and supplying the necessary
ballast for flight•

The technique consists of suspending water carriers under the airship,
. which in a balanced situation would be half immersed in the sea. Any

deviation from a balanced situation would either decrease the load on

_ the airship by lowering the carrier into the water or vice versa.
'_[ This means that the force which caused the airship to move is balanced

by the automatic removal or addition of ballast, returning the airship
to a balanced position. When ready for flight, ballast is discharged
until the carriers leave the water and the airship is in equilibrium.

At the inland end of the trip a storage tank of standby ballast would
be required to hold the airship during loading and unloading.

Discussion of Cargo Handling System

The cargo handling system that has been outlined is based on a low
"off vehicle" capital investment and a high flexibility in types of
application. This then makes it ideal for supplementing existing
systems on an ad hoc basis, as special requirements occur; and also
as an exploratory vehicle for _erving new mines, oilfields et,; until
output justifies the investmeut in ground based systems. Apart from
the specialised handling equipment no special equipment is required
at the loading site, and the destination demands no more than _tandard
port equipment. A further attribute is their implications on the
project cash flow, as the whole system can be written off over a large
network of operations. The characteristics of the cargo handling
system also make it generally applicable to many types of market
giving the airship resale and charter value, an attribute not
available from many transport modes.
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Implication of Cargo Handling System on Airship Design _

The major penalty imposed by the cargo handling system outlined is

• the effect of the concentrated load applied to the structure. To ,_
cope with this, it would require extra structure within the hull

_ to distribute the forces. The weight penalty would be small, but
. has been catered for in the design.

To prevent further weight penalties the ballasting system will be
_i distributed in small units along the structure, and therefore reduce
_' further load concentration problems *

Design of the Airship _ '-

To produce the design, a computer technique was adopted. This _
consisted of a parametric model, based on the latest design J

information, and a simple cash flow optimisation technique. The _,results of the study is given in Table 1.

LIFT AT 1OO5 INFLATION 2,300 TONS

NORMAL LIFT 1,920 TONS

PAYLOAD 850 TONS + 150 TON CONTAINER

RANGE I,OOO MILES

FLIGHT ALTITUDE 6,000 FEET

VOLUME 83,000,000 FT 3

. LENGTH 1,7OO FEET

' L/D 6

_i CRUISE SPEED 109 KNOTS

MAXIMUM SPEED 120 KNOTS

INSTALLED POWER 75,000 HP

PAYLOAD/NORMAL LIFT 465

TABLE I TECHNICAL DETAILt.

Cost Analysis

The estimated cost breakdown of the projects are giver_ in Table 2.
In producing these figures, the following assumptions were made:g

Write off period 10 years

Interest on capital invested 20_ per annum

Return load 7S_ possible payload
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: Maintenance 4_ of first cost/annum

';_._ Insurance i_ of first cost/annum

'; Crew Costs £140,OOO per annum

>, The first cost can be further broken down into:

,. 151 R & D wages and salaries
,I

/ 165 production wages and salaries
_ I 105 other wages and salaries

b

_ 245 other overhead costs

355 purchased materials and components (inc. gas and -
-: engines) '

_" These costs are structured to include a portion of an initial R & D
investment of £100 million, assumed to be written off over forty

_"'_" )arge airships. This is assumed to be based on a consortium agree- '
ment and will be used for all initial R & D and the production of

t

two test vehicles.

First Cost £M 21

Annual Cost £M 6.4

: Fuel Cost/Year £M 6.0

', Total Cost�Year £M 12.4

Cost/Ton.Mile Available £ .038"

' Break even Cost/Ton.Mile _ .O44"*

TABLE 2 COST DETAILS

• Assumes 1OO$ return load

• * Assumes 75_ return load

These costs represent a 1OOO mile range airship. An operating cost
of £.O42/TON MILE _¢AILABLE is extremely competative in a normal
situation; in regions that are biased against ground modes it is
likely to be far cheaoer than any other option available. A more
generalised cost curve showing the variation of operating cost with
range is given in figure 1. It can be clearly seen that even on the
short ranges the economics of the airship are attractive.
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FIGURE 1 - VARIATION OF OPERATING COST WITH RANGE
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MILITARY APPLICATIONS _
OF RIGID _IRSHIPS _

'_ Ben B. Levitt*

ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to examine military roles •

and missions for which the rigid airship appears to be suited, and to
• suggest specific application.; that the airship could potential;y per-

"_ form in an effective manner. Principal missions examined are the !
movement of military cargo and the surveillance aspects of the sea _

_. control mission, i

MOVEMENT OF MILITARY CARGO

Probably the most general application of large rigid airships in military employment

lies in its capabilities as a c ,rgo carrier or troop transport. The unique capabilities
of a rigid airship to haul commercial cargo and passengers is presented lr_ some

detail in other sessions• The use of an airship as a military transpo_ requires only
a few additional consider._tions. These include the ability to operate from relatively

unprepared sites, the reqJlrement for some structural alterations to the airship hull
to permit hauling of military cargo, and provision for some degree of self-defenso

capability.

* Director, Tactical Systems Division, Operations Research, Inc., Silver :pring,
Maryland
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The abilityto deliverlargequantitiesof cargo and troops intoremote areas with

, littleor no ground supportequipment isan extremely importantmilitaryasset.

Such a capabilitywould pe.nnita rapidresponse to emergency militaryneeds of
a brush-firenature. Itwould also providea new dimension inthe flexibility

• with which militaryforcescould be redeployed as the operationalor political

._. situationwarranted. In areas in which no ground supportequipment was available,

advantage would be taken of the airshlp'scapabilityto hover at low altitude,per-
haps I00 to 300 fee*. Cargo ortroopswould then be lowered to the ground on

palletsor speciallydesigned containersby winches contained inthe airship's_argo4"

: I holds. No runway or prepared area would be requiredforthisoperation.
I

Ifitappears likelythat continuedre-supply operationsintothe same area would be

carriedon, itmight be desirableto erectan expeditionarymast to which the airship

could be moored forloadingand unloadingand forservicina. Such a mooring mast ,"_
j

could be carriedaboard the airshipitselfand lowered to the ground as partof the
._ initialcargo. Itwould be necessary thatthe siteselected forthe mast be cleared

- of obstructionsin all.,Irectionsto a distance at leastequal to the lengthof the air-
-"" "" ship in orderto permitthe shipto weather-vane when moored to the mast. Thus,

: additionalequipment might be requiredfor sitepreparationand formechanical handl-

ing of the airship. The U.S. Navy developed such an expeditionarymast foruse
with itsblimp fleet. Itwas airtransportableand could be erected foruse within _"
8 hours.

Another means of accomplishing moored logisticoperationsin forward _reas would

be to use a shipequipped with a suitablemooring mast. The U.S. Navy success-

fullydeveloped thistechnique foruse with itslargerigidairships. This type of

operationwould, of course, requirean adequately protectedanchor_e area in the

_ vicinityof the beach and l'.qhterageor small craftto form the linkbetween airship
and beach.

Another mode inwhich the rigidairshipcould be used in militai¥logisticswould L'.

to employ V/STOL aircraftcapable of launchingfrom and being recovered by the air-
ship. This would permitthe airshipto maintain a stand-offdistance from hotly
contested battleareas. In thiscase sitepreparationwould be a functionof the

landingand take-offcharacteristicsof the V/STOL aircraftbeing employed as the
cargo hauler.

VULNERABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The use of rigidairshipsin the proximityof _attleazca3 bringsup the question of

vulnerabilityof these largevehicles. This has always been a foremost argument

against the militaryuse of airships,both rigidand non-rigid. I'-should be remem-
bered, however, that the military rigid airship e,_olved dur!ng World War I as a
bombing platformdesigned to operateagainst formidableopposltion--andat that

time the liftinggas used was highlyflammable hydrogen! The airshipeventually
lostthe battleto become a first-linebomber or dreadnought of the skies, and has

never since been considered seriouslyas a combat vehicle. Current technology
has not reversed th,sdecision but has contributedto the improvement in expected

survivabllitywho,,the airshipis used in militarysupportroles such as cargo trans-
p .r%or in otherpossible missions to be suggested.
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From a technicalaspect the largerigidairshipcould probably sustainhitsfrom a
number of alr-to-airmissiles or surface-to-airmissiles without seriousconse-

quences. In thisrespect itis much more survlvablJthan a C-5A, forexample,

where a singlemissile hitwould normally be catastrophic. Damage controlis

feasiblein a rigidairshipslnc_ apt of the structure_nd thc gas cellsare acces_ibl_

to repairpartiesduringflight. Even more importantisthe f.,ctthatthe airshipcan
• be equipped with a very credibleself-defensecapability. This could consist of

earlywarning and tirecuntrolradar,anti-airand anti-missilemissiles, ESM cquip-

i_ meat and a varietyof electroniccountermeasures suitableto the threat. In spiteof

: thiscapabilityto sustaindamage, to conduct in-flightrepairand to provideforits ,
own self-defense, prudentmilitaryoperationwould not permitthe airshipto be used "t

in situationsthatwere beyond itslimitedcombat capabilities. In short,the an- ,e
swer to achievingacceptable 13velsof survivabilityliesinemploying the air3hip

in missions forwh'_chitis particularlysuited, and in tacticalenvironments for

which ithas been designed. In thisregardthe vulnerabilityaspects of a rigidair- /"
¢

ship are no differentt,,ana C-5A, a 8-52 bomber, a CVA aircraftcarrieror a large :-
surface troop transport. Each of these vehicles must Le operated in a tacticalen-

vironment forwhich _thas beet:designed ifan acceptable levelof survivabilityis

to be attained.

NAV_L APPLICATIONS

Aside from its rol_ as a cargo carrier and troop transport, the military applications
of the largerigidairshipseem mo_t appr_7,ridteto the missions of the Navy. The

• over-water (and c,ver-ice)environment hds traditionallybeen most suitableforair-

ship operations. Itshould also be noteJ that'-heairshipis basL_.c.llva low _Ititude

vehicle. Itcan be operated most efficientlyat altitudesbelow I0,000 teCt These
inherentcharacteristicscause the militaryrolesof the rigidairshipto gravitate

toward the recognized Navy missions. Howeve,, beforeexamining potentialspecific

:_ militaryapplicationsof the rigidairship,itisusefulto note the change thatis pro-

; sentlyoccurringin the major missions of the _.S. Navy.

_ Since World War I!a primarymission of the Navv was perce,vedas the capability_, to projectpower ashore. To accomplish thismis:_lonequated the abilityto conduct
a number o_ s,',_-miss'ons:sortieand protectforce.sin transitto a forwardobjective

J _i area;establishair_,_'_riorityand submarine defense !n the for%_,'d,_rea;provide ,_!r
, defense and strikesupportto _,,nphibiousforces as required;and conduct strikes

_! against designated enemy sea and land targets. The essential combatant in this
_: power projection mission was the large attack a_fcrnft ca_Icr.

< In the last few years the Navy has gradu_,lly backed awcy from the power orolection

mission as itsprimarytask. This has been evidenced b} a slgnificantxeductionin
its inventory of active aircraft carriers; devel,_pment o_ th,, CV concept, a new op,,r4-
tlonal technique :hat permits ,,' single carrier to be equipped with a mL<ed comp'.,,-

_, meat of both attack and anti-subm,irine aircraft; and evolution of the sea control

' ship, a small ship that would initially be outfl_ed with ASW helicopters ,rod V STOI
attack aircraft of the llarriet-t._pe0 ,,,,,_..... ;;o,-!d eventually pro'aide the optimum mezg_,z

_:: of high speed advanced ship concepts with high performance V STOI. ASW ,_nd 4track
_' aircraft, The..,:evolving new rnlsaion ha_ ::_.fact i_een termed the su,_ c,_ntrol m_ss_on.
_ It _s perceived as the capability toga.i control _f the sea _n any ,le_gn4ted a_c._, of_, ,-

the world, including :he surface, air and sub-surface domal:,_, and to deny the us
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' of such an area to enemy forces. The sea control mission would be concerned prl-

. marily wi_h protection of sea lines of communication but residual capability would

exist to perform all of the traditionalNavy miss,ons including power _,oJection

ashore. The strategic miss!ons of the Navy, involving employment of the Polaris/

Poseidon fleet ballisticm ssile force (and the follow-on TRIDENT) would remain

: e ssentially unchanged.

The evol "ing emphasis on the mission of sea control requires, as a prime necessity,

the capability to conduct surveillance of wide areas of the open ocean. This cap-

abilitymust include surveillance of the ocean surface, the air (and perhaps space),

and the sub-surface ifthe entire threat spectrum is to be covered. It is in this role

of ocean surveillance that the large rigid , i.ship is best suited and in which its i,-

' military effectiveness might be best applied. Let us look at the possible roles in

, which the rigid airship might be employed in e_ch of the surveillance domains.

¢

SURFACE SURVEILLANCE MISSION
_._,o

: ! Surface surveillance is a relatively straightforward task requiring that detection of
all surface targets entering a specified ocean area. It has become increasingly

important, however, as the size and military effectiveness of Soviet surface forces

continues to grow at a geometric rate. The large rigid airship is ideally suited to
conduct surface surveillance because of its size and shape. Using the irrm'ense

sides of the airship, a phased array radar could be designed of un,,recedented power

. and performance capability. This would permit the airship to maintain surface sur-
veillance over extremely large ocean areas. The airship might also be used as a

: platform for surface surveillance sensors other than convent,onal radar as the
;, tactical situation might warrant. Such sensors include IR, ESM, HF/DF and over-
" the-horizon radar.

_" The effectiveness of the airship's surface surveillance capability might be further

! enhanced if suitable classification or intelligence of detected targets is available.

" This would permit the airship to assume an offensive role by firingair-to-surface

missiles at targets identifiedas unfriendly. Alternat,vely, the airship might launch

its own aircraftto c) _sify and attack detected targets. The use of aircraft might

also be considered when the tactical situation indicates that the use of the airship's

high powered survel]lance radar would not be prudent due to the high threat level.

In this case the airship would assume a condition of electromagnetic emission con-

trol (EMCON), and aircraftwould be launched to conduct surveillance of the as-

signed area. In th_s situation the airship would stil]function as an airborne com-

mand and control po.t to receive and assess the surveillance information as it is

transmitted from its ai, craft. The parallel to surface aircraft carrier c.9erations is
obvious.

AIR SURVEILLANCE MISSION

The air surveillance task is similar in many respects to surface surveillance. Again

it is the capability of the airship to act as a platform for very high performance radar

(and other sgnsors) that makes it so well suited for the Job. Against manned enemy
aircraft the rigid airship might also be used as an offensive weapon system in addi-

tion to As surveillance role. Air-to-air missiles could be launched against detected

targ:.*ts at stand-off ranges apploaching the detection range of the radar. Or inter-

ceptor aircraft might be launched and vectored to conduct the kill with their own
air-to-air missiles.
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; If friendly surface forces are operating in the ocean area of interest, it is extremely
important that the enemy be thwarted in any attempt to conduct air reconnaissance _
in the area. This denial of targeting intelligence can result in significant improve- i
ment in survival probability of the friendly surface forces. It stems from the fact

I that the effectiveness of stand-off surface-to-surface missiles is degraded when

uncertainty exists about the location, composition and disposition of potential
targets. This situation is emphasized also by the operational mode required of the

Soviet cruise missile submarines of the IULIETTE and ECHO-II class. They would

r' normally receive their targeting information from specially configured reconnaissance

• - aircraft. If this information is denied, then they must close to acoustic detection
range and their classification and targeting problem is much more difficult. '"

<

In this regard, the airship can provide a multiple capabihty against the cruise ,_

missile submarine threat. This threat is probably the most formidable one facing _
our surface naval forces (as well as our non-military convoys) The airship offers <

_-_ a capability to accomplish underwater detection of the submarine, and this is dis-
cussed further in regard to sub-surface surveillance. It also can contribute to the :

denial of targeting intelligence to enemy reconnaissance efforts. Additionally, the

" air surveillance capability of the rigid airship permits it to detect the cruise missile
after it has been launched. This allows early warning of an attack to be given to the

threatened forces and alerting of their area and point defense units. The airship ::
might also take an active part in defense against the cruise missile by launching
appropriate intercepting missiles, or vectoring CAP aircraft to an intercept position.

Electronic warfare measures could also be directed against the cruise missile from
the airship platform.

The air surveillance capabilities of the rigid airship could also play a vital strategic
role. In this mission the airship would provide early warning of manned bomber

_ attack in the same manner that Navy and Air Force radar pickets were used for many
_ _c years. In fact, the last squadron of Navy non-rigid airships (ZPG-3W) were de- :

i_ signed to perform this mission. The rigid airship would be vastly superior to both :
_?_ the blimps and the fixed wing aircraft due to its much longer endurance and improved

. radar performance.
,q

_ The rigid airship would also provide a means for detection and early warning of :

ballistic missiles fired from submarines. This threat has become increasingly more :
important as the Soviets continue to construct and deploy their second-generation
YANKEE class submarines. The YANKEE has 16 ballistic missiles with an estimated

range of about 1500 nmi. 1 Employment of a depressed flight trajectory provides very

little early warninu time to CONUS defensive forces. The air surveillance capability
' of the rigid airship would provide for a significant improvement in available early

:" warning time. Further, if the airship can also conduct suitable sub-surface sur-
: veillance, it provides a platform for launching counter-weapons against both the :_

, firing submarine and the missiles during their boost phase. The ballistic missile }

, is most vulnerable to attack during the boost phase _here its speed is low, exo-
atmospheric conditions do not apply, and a large IR s.gnature is available to ar

intercepting weapon.

i
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Itwould also be feasible to design a rigid airship tocbtectsubmarine launched
_ ballistic missiles in their mid-course trajectory, and to launch suitable interceptor

missiles. This would be similar to the Navy's SABMIS ship concept, now dormant,

_/ but with significantly improved operational flexibility and survivability.

:_ UNDERWATER SURVEILLANCE MISSION
_e

Underwater surveillance is the third domain in which the rigid airship could con-
tribute to accomplishment of the sea control mission. In this role the airship

/
could be employed in several ways. It could be used to emplace and monitor large

i fields of moored sonar buoys in specific ocean areas where it is desired to establish
, a high level of underwater surveillance. Such sonar buoys would be similar to the "

' i Navy's Moored Surveillance System (MSS) currently in the developmental stage. The
airship would monitor the buoy fields, classify and correlate detections and vector

._., ASW forces to accomplish localization and attack against threat submarines. These
L ASW support forces might take the form of ASW aircraft operated from the airship
:. itself. The airship would be capable of recovering and replacing surveillance buoys
:': that fai., are damaged or drift from their desired position. Maintenance facilities

could be carried aboard the airship. An entire surveillance buoy field might be
recovered and redeployed as the situation warranted.

The rigid airship might be operated _ntirely as an ASW aircraft carrier (CVS) in order
to accomplish the underwater surveillance role. In this mode the ASW aircra;t would
employ their own surveillance sensors in open ocean search. The airship would
launch and recover the aircraft, provide facilities for maintenance and stores, and

_,' function as the command and control center for the search, localization and attack
._ operations. As previously noted, the dedicated ASW aircraft carrier has been re-

placed in thp Navy by the CV concept in which a mixed complement of ASW and
attack aircraft must be carried. The rigid airship ASW aircraft carrier could provide
a means of returning to a single mission ASW carrier, and without the need for
accompanying destroyers or underway replenishment groups. It would again provide
the Navy with a capability to conduct offensive ASW operations in the open ocean
as opposed to the basically defensive posture associated with the CV concept. This
hunter-killer type of operation proved to be very effective in the attrition of German
submarines du-ing World War II.

Another mode in which the rigid airship could be employed for un-ierwater surveillance
would be as a platform to tow horizontal linear passive sonar arrays. Such arrays

. could be designed with an extremely large ape_-ture, essentially to the limits of the
environment. Improved performance would result further from the fact that the inter-

fering radiated noise of the towing ship would be eliminated. The resulting per-
formance characteristics in terms of sweep rate should greatly exceed any other
type of available platform-passive sonar system. The airship, once again, could
carry its own ASW aircraft to localize and attack detections that are made, or it
could vector other ASW forces to the scene.

The use of towed array systems with rigid airships seems especially suited to the
task of maintaining surveillance on Soviet ballistic missile submarines. Coupling
this capability with a boost phase intercept system, as indicated above in the dis-
cussion of air surveillance applications, would result in a particularly effective
employment of the rigid airship's attributes.
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_ COMMAND AND CONTROL MISSION

A final possible employment of rigid airships seems worthy of note. In all of the
possible roles mentioned above to support the sea control mission, a single task
always seems to emerge: the necessity for an adeqaate command and control system.

_ The airship appears to be eminently suited to perform command and control tasks,
: either in conjunction with a specific surveillance role, or as an airborne mobile

command and control post. In this latter task the airship would serve as the central
; command post and the operational control center for a designated sector of open

ocean. The airship is large enough to house the most sophisticated communication ,-

°: equipment, computers and ancillary software, analysis and display equipment suit-
able for a major fleet command. The mobility of the airship would permit the area
commander to remain literally "on top" of the situation in his assigned sector.

REFERENCES :

i I. Blackman, R. V. B., Tane'sFightinqShips (1972-73).
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; POTENTIAL ASW MISSIONS
FOR LIGHTER THAN AIR SHIPS

_ Richard S. Stone w

Bernard O. Koopman m
Gordon Raisbeck w

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the LTA as a potential "
counter to the ballistic and cruise missile launching sub-
marine. T_e LTA ship can deploy a wide variety of subma- i
rine detection equipments effectively. Its long endur-

..J ance, high speed, and large weapons inventory capability,
"_ ! coupled with the facts that it need not alert a potential
/ submarine target as to its presence, and that it is essen-

tially immune to attack by subraarines indicate that it
would prove to be a highly effective ASW unit.

A number of characteristics of the Lighter Than Air Ship indicate that
it can be an ideal platform for mounting an effective counter to the
threat posed by Ballistic Missile Launching and Attack Submarines.
This paper investigates the requirements for such a counterforce and
briefly illustrates why it is felt that the LTA ship can play a sig-

nificant role.

_ Land-based ballistic missiles are presently being deployed on the
basis of a counterforce strategy--that is missiles attacking missile

i_ bases rather than population centers, thereby providing additional
scope for both negotiation and, if need arises, for controlled escala-
tion. At this time, in the case of the Submarine Launched Ballistic
Missile, there is no parallel to the land-based missile strategy. The
SLBM represents a last option in a strategic missile war. At present,
the SLBM remains as an uncountered threat.

o

*Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts
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I
I If it were possible to bring Into being even a modestly effectiveI
! counter to the SLBM, it would provide additional incentive for nego-
I tiatlon and, again if need be, additional options for escalation.

_ However, at this time, it does not appear to be either technically or
i economically feasible to construct and deploy an effective counter-

_ force to the SLBM.!

In order to understand the nature of the problem, It Is instructive to
review the process by which the SLBM threat might be countered The!

:_ process consists of the following functional elements: (1) Initial
detection, classification and localization of the submarine as it
transits from its base to its patrol area; (2) Track and trail of the
submarine on a "steady state" basis (a continuous stalking operation) _,
to assure that the large majority of deplo ed submarines are continu-
ously under surveillance and the threat of attack; (3) Attack, if and

, . when necessary. The counterforce capability must be in position to
deliver an attack with high lethality against the submarine under sur-
veillance with minimal time delays.

INITIAL DETECTION

" A number of technical alternatives have been employed to fulfill these
functions in the past.

Initial detectionj classification, and tracking Is accomplished by
means of wide area acoustic surveillance systems. However, if sub-

. marine radiated noise is reduced by quieting and the choice of opera-
tlng areas is expanded by increasing the range of subm'_rine launched

_. missiles, the probability of detecting, localizing and tracking a

_ large fraction of the deployed submarines will decrease. Present
fixed passive accastic area surveillance systems allow one to detect
submarines transiting at higher speeds in selected areas. Since areas
in which these systems are effective are limited by geo-oceanographic

conditions, systems of this type will be of limited usefulness in the
future. Initial detection, classification and localization can be
provided by systems of this type, if augmented and deployed to cover
the routes employed by submarines in transiting to their patrol areas.
However, they may not provide a method of tracking and trailing these
submarines on a continuous basis.

TRACK, TRAIL AND ATTACK

In the future, following detection in transit, it _.ll be necessary to
provide one or more platforms or vehicles to carry out the "steady
state" tracking and trailing missions, as well as the attack mission,
if and when required. The functional specifications for a platform
that will fulfill these mission requirements is unique in the follow-
ing respects: (1) The platform must have sufficient endurance and/or
be supplied in sufficient number to provide long-term track and trail
of all detected targets; (2) It must have sufficient speed capability
to allow rapid deployment to a given holding position and vectoring on
to a detected target. It must also have speed sufficient to allow it
_o out-maneuver a fast target attempting to escape continued tracking
and attack; (3) It must be capable of utilizing a wide spectrum of
sensors including sonobuoys, the more advance(, towed acoustic arrays
and active/passive reliable acoustic path sonars and MAD equipment;
(4) It must be capable at all times of effective long-range communica-
tion and integration into a fast reaction command and control system;
(5) It should not be subject to pre-emptive attack by the submarine
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that _s under surveillance. Preferably, the presence of the tracking
and trailing platform should not alert the submarine; (6) The platform
must be capable of carrying a sufficient weapons payload to provide a

" high probability of kill against the submarine if attack is ordered; :
(7) The costs associated with the construction, operation and mainte-

_ nance of a fleet of these platforms to provide an e_fective counter to
_ the limited number of submarines deployed must be such that the cost

of mounting an effective submarine launched attack becomes prohibl-
, tively high, that is the platform must provide a low cost-to-benefit
_ ratlo.

' A series of studies have been carried out to assess _he potential of a
number of different alternatives for satlsfy_ng these functional
specifications including attack submarines, conventional displacement

type ships; high speed ships such as the surface effects ship and i "
hydrofoils; and aircraft including fixed wing, helicopters and VSTOL _
units. Each of these alternatives do, to a greater or lesser degree, i _.
fail to satisfy one or more of the specifications outlined above. A
comparison of the alternatives, including LTA ships, for satisfying _ '_

. these requirements follows. _

SUBMARINE DETECTION

In spite of the highly complicated and individual nature of any anti- ._
submarine operation as it actually occurs, the effectiveness of the
instrumentalities for detection can be characterized by a few simple _
parameters, that combine the effects of sensor and platform.

One of these is the search rate S: the number of square miles per

hour that an idealized searcher would "sweep clean" (if it detects ,
with certainty every target in the area it sweeps). For less

_ idealized searches, S is defined statistically as the expected frac-
, tion of targets detected per hour out of a population of targets dis-
, tributed uniformly and at random. Not only the sensor's detection
:_ :_ range, but the relative speed of the platform, or the mean speed made

_ good in a stop-and-start detection cycle, contribute vitally to the
search rate S.

A second geners1 parameter of search performance is the localization
area A: to understand its importance we must realize that even after
the detection of a target, only the probability distribution of its
possible positions is known; this narrows down its probable positions,
but in most cases leaves much uncertainty. Assuming that after detec-

tion the target's position is bivariats normal, the localization area
A is defined as the area of the ellipse, centered at the center of the
normal law, within which there is a probability l-i/e of the target's

being located. Obviously the smaller the A the better the information _

_,. give_ by detection.
A third parameter of effectiveness measures the degree of confidence
with which detection signals can be used to classify the target:
"false alarm rate" is used for certain types of automatized detection
devices; some equivalent quantity is needed in the present class of
ASW systems; the subject will not be considered here in further

_'. detail.

[ In the light of these factors, the very special contribution of the
'_ Ligher Than Air ship can be explained as follows:
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The possible methods of acoustic search include: (i) fixed listening
arrays that provide bearing only data on noisy targets at long ranges;
(2) ship or LTA towed listening arrays that provide data similar to '_

• fixed arrays at towing speeds at approximately i0 knots; (3) ship
mounted echo ranging equipment which may provide bearing and range i

t information to the order of 30 miles at ship speeds of 15 knots; :

. (4) magnetic airborne detection to ranges of approximately 0.5 miles
from aircraft making speeds of approximately 200 knots; and (5) reli-
able acoustic path sonars cable deployed from an LTA providing range
and bearing data to ranges of 20-25 miles.

Both fixed and towed listening arrays provide bearings only data with

uncertainty as to which of a number of narrow near surface zones the ,_-
submarine may be in. These zones typically occur at 30-mile intervals.
It is therefore necessary to f_llow up a detection made with a listen-
ing array by a second type of detector on a moving platform. Under '_

_,`., these conditions, only the last three of the alternatives listed above f '
are available. If we look in detail at these alternatives, one can _
consider the detection ranges and speeds listed in Table I for the
three follow up alternatives.

DETECTION SEARCH
DEPLOYMENT DETECTZON RANGE SPEED RATE

METHOD METHOD (MILES) (KNOTS) SQ. MI./HR.

Aircraft MAD 0.5 200 200

Ship Hull Mounted Sonar 30-35 15 900-1050

LTA Reliable Acoustic 20-25 10C 1250-2000
_ Path Sonar (RAP)

Table 1
Relative Area Search Rates for

Alternative Submarine Detection Methods

The way that the search rate i_ developed in these three cases is
illustrate_ in Figure i. The aircraft sweeps out a long, narrow strip
approximately one mile wide. Thus, it approximately is flying down a
line in bearing, and there is a high probability that it can miss
detecting target. The surface ship sweeps out a 60 mile wide swath
at a speed of 15 knots. In doing so, it alerts the submarine as to
its progress so that the submarine can maneuver to avoid detection.

The echo ranging equipment to be deployed from an LTA ship will most
likely be a sonar that can be operated either passively or actively,
cable deployed to deep depths to provide reliable acoustic path propa-
gation conditions. In following up a prior "bearings only contact,"
the LTA ship can proceed down a line of bearing, deploy its sonar a:._
listen. The submarine target at this time has no way of knowing that
it is under surveillance. If no listening contact is made, the sonar
can then b_ used in its active echo ranging mode to assure that the
target is not attempting to hide by being qu'et.

In order to illustrate the reasons for attempting to maximize search .-
rate, it is illustrative to consider searching an area as large as the
North Atlantic (_i07 square miles) and ask how long one might have to
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searclt in order to attain a 50% probability of detection of these sub- _

marines under the assumption that the probability of finding a subma- J .
rine at a particular locatton is uniform throughout the region. The • _
resalts for fixea wing aircraft, conventional ships and for LTA ships _
under one _bov_ search rate assumptions is shown in _igure 2. The ,_ ,
results indicate that ~35,000 fixed wing aircraft hours, _8000 conven- '_
tional ship hours and _3500-6000 LTA ship hours would be required to ' _.
obtain the indicated result. The first number for fixed wing aircraft
even under the most optimistic assumption as to the number of aircraft
that we could deploy is unreasonably high. The same is true of con-
ventional ships; however, one could attain the indicated level of
performance with 20 LTA ship units searching for a period of one to
two weeks. Thus, it appears that, for the first time, one can attain
reasonable wide area search capability with a limited number of search-
Ing units deployed. ''_

SUBMARINE DETECTION EQUIPMENT OPTIONS

At _his point, it is useful to consider the options for deploying the
various types of submarine detection devices from alternative types of
ships or aircraft. These possibilities are outlined in Table 2.
Large l_tening arrays can either be fixed geographically or towed

_ from any platfcrm that is capable of making the slow speeds necessary

|
for good listening. This rules out fixed wing aircraft, and it is
perhaps not the most useful way of employing high speed ships such as
hydrofoils or' surface effect ships. Hull mounted echo ranging equip-
ment may be deployed from any of the ship types and potentially it may
be possible to design a towed body deployed from a LTA ship that could
provide this type of performance• Deep cable deployed listening/echo

, r0anglng equipment can be usefully aeployed from platforms that are !
capable of high speeds required for effective seal'ch rates. Thus,

_, they may be used with high speed ships, helicopters or LTA ship plat-
forms. Other means of detection include sonobuoys which can be

_ deployed from any platform but which require reasonably high altitudes
for effective monitoring. For this reason, only aircraft are con- _

: sidered as useful platforms in this case. Magnetic detection requires
high speed to obtain useful search rates due to limited range. There-
fore, only aircraft are considered as useful platforms for deploying

this type of equipment. A review of the various equipments and deploy-ment options show the LTA ship to be a generally useful deployment i

_' platform when compared with the other possible alternatives.TARGET LOCALIZATION

,_ In addition to the concern over search rate S, there is the additional
, concern over localization area A. In the three cases considered, this

_, area is estimated to be of the order of 0.25 square miles. It is

_i extremely important that this area be small as possible, since it
v directly affects the probability that one can place a weapon in the
_ water within effective weapon range. The value quoted here is within

acceptable limits In the case of passive magnetic airborne detection,
since the detection is made only after the aircraft is flown by the

_:i target, several aircraft passes are necessary to localize the target
magnetically and in fact, final localization is usually made with the

_ aid of air dropped sonobuoys. Magnetic airborne detection equipment
and sonobuoys can be used as well by LTA ships as they can be from

_ other types of aircraft.
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TARGET CLASSIFICATION i

,_ If one considers the various data separately: (I) propeller noises on
:. a given bearing; (2) an echo at a given range and bearing; and (3) a .

magnetic anomaly of the type generated by a submarine, one can possl- :
bly classify a distant ship, a whale or a natural magnetic phenomenon :

_ as a submarine. However, if these individual indicators coincide,
_ then one can have high confidence in their correct classification of / :

sub:_arine and non-submarine targets.J

ATTACK :

All too often the analysis of ASW systems stop at detection, localiza-
' tion and classification of submarine targets. In addition to these

functions, it i_ necessary to have the capability of launching an ''_:
J effective attack on detected targets. Largely because of weight limi-

.._I tatlons, air ASW weapons utilizing conventional explosives have a
limited effectiveness _gainst submarine targets. Even in the case of , ,

_ nuclear ASW weapons, there are severe limitations on the number of

, weapons that can be carried aboard a single aircraft or helicopter. :
As a result, first attack capability for air units is limited and,
because of inventary limitations, multiple attack capability is almost
non-existent. In general, it is necessary for air units to re-arm :
prior to mounting a second attack. Similar attack restrictions apply
to our present smaller, conventional ship ASW units and smaller poten-
tial high speed ship ASW units.

"_ An LTA ship, particularly larger air ships, should be capable of carry-
ing a significant weapons payload coupled with the on-statlon endur--
ance to provide a highly effective multiple attack capability. If

_ this combination can be provided, one of the raaJor limitations to the
_ ASW effectiveness of single air or surface craft will have been over- _
_; come.

An additional concern in the attack situation is the vulnerability of
the attacking platform to attack by the submarine, in the case of
surface ships, this is extremely critical since it !% almost impos-
sible for our present or projected surface ASW units to close within
weapons range of a submarine without alerting the submarine as to its
presence and location. Thus, against surface ships, the submarine has
the option of attacking as soon as it feels threatened. In the case
of aircraft and LTA ship units, this first attack option is not avail-
able to the submarine. In fact, in the large majority of cases the
submarine will not know that it is under attack until after an ASW

weapon has been launched.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have not analyzed the ASW capability of an LTA ship
in detail. In terms of on-statlon endurance, search rate, target
localization, and classification capability, ASW detection equipment
deployment flexibility, attack capability in terms of on-board weapons
inventory and nonvulnerability to direct attack by _he submarine, tt
appears that a LTA ship would provide a unique and highly effectlve
ASW unit. The ability to deploy a limited number of LTA ship units
capable of long on-station endurance over wide ocean areas would pro-
vide the possibility of a highly effective counter to both Ballistic
Missile Launching and Attack Submarines.
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ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE (ASW) -
A SPECIFIC NAVAL MISSION FOR THE AIRSHIP

LOUIS J. Free*
Cdr. Edwin E. Hanson*

Jf

ABSTRACt:* In discussions of conceptual platforms there is

a general tendency to consider a platform with the poten- ,
tial to perform a wide range of tasks. This is done for

_- the simple reason that the new platform advocate must c_n-
vince a variety of sponsors that his nonexistert, or per-

haps rudimentary, platform is worthy of further develop-
ment. However, univecsal platforms usually perform no one
task well enough to survive competition with other special-
ized platforms. Thus this paper will attempt to narrow

the discussion of the airship platform to a reasonably
specific issue - the potential usefulness of airships in
perf< :ming the naval antisubmarine warfare (ASW) mission.

This discussion of the airship as an ASW platz-,rm is divid-

ed into four parts : _.
°_ I. A discussion of the kinds of tasks associated

with the naval ASW mission,

: II. A definition of the plattorm characteristics
' which are critical to performing these tasks,

III. A comparison of the airship to other competitive
and complementary ASW platforms, and

IV. A short discussion of the obviou5 research anddevelopmenL requ red to make the airship a suc-
cessful ASW Dlatform.

i Part I discusses why the Navy discontinued its use of the

airship as an ASW platform in _he 1950's, the change" which
• have occurred since then to make it worth while reconsider-

ing the airship as a naval platform, and finally, examines
the ASW tasks it could best perform. Part II discusses the
more apparent constraints at the ASW mission imposes on
airship characteristics wh_e Part III discusses how the

potential capabilities of the airship compare with the
capabilities of other ASW platforms. Finally in Part IV a

_. cursory look is taken at what appears tc be the most im-
portant R & D for both the sensors which could be borne by
an ASW airship and the airship p]atform itself.

•Naval Underwater Systems Center, Newport, R. I.

•*ghis paper was presented at a classified session sponsored by the

United States Navy in conjunction with the Workshop. Interested par-

ties should contact the authors directly for details.

i,K}.iC._it)ll,iGPAIIE BLANK Noi l,ll.,,,i._, /
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This paper concludes that
•The ASW airship appears to be a potentially cost
effective alternative to those systems which are

being designed to replace present ASW platforms,
•The airship's greatest ASW potential lies in the
convoy escort role, and

-The airship will appear in Navy inventory only if
the other armed reserves, government agencies,
and industry are willing to share the costs of

development.
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__'...T;_. THE L.SURVEILLANCER.T.E.Kobayashi*Mellberg*AIRSHIP I__

_. ABSTRACt*:* Airships have a variety of attractive character-
i_ _'stics among which are their long endurance and ability to
_" operate at low altitudes and low speeds. Because many of _ .'

the evolving Naval surveillance systems require a platform _ _with these characteristics, the airship warrants consider- _.!

_- ation for these military missions In addition these
_- % same characteristics make airships viable platforms for

_ civilian uses such as search and rescue, coastal and open
.'%_ ocean mon±toring for pollution control, natural resources
'_._ surveying and other non-military surveillance missions.

_ The Navy employed airships in a valuable anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) and airborne early warning role for many

decades. Their usefulness in World War II a_ convoy es-
!'i corts is unquestioned. Because airships could conduct
• clos surface surveillance, they were a major ASW asset in

_he era w_en submarines were closely tied to the surface

for charging batteries and gaining intelligence.

J
", With the advent of nuclear and deep-diving submarines and

the development of improved submarine sonars for search
'_ and fire control use, the submarines' tie to the surface

diminished. Hence the value of close surface surveillance

, was downgraded, perhaps overly so. By the late 50's, the
sonobuoys deployed in widely dispersed buoy fields became
the primary airborne search sensor. The airship, due to

its slow speed, was clearly unsuited for planting and
monitoring such buoy fields and responding to surveillance
contacts. These were among the reasons that LTA was no

longer c_ _sidered competitive with fixed wing or rotary
wing aircraft for ASW missions.

However, subsequent sensor development may now be tilting
the balance back towards the airship. Just as the sono-

buoy systems clearly required platforms with the capabili-
ties of fixed wlng aircraft, the development of towed

systems for search and surveillance clearly rulej out

*Naval Underwater Systems Center, Newport, R. I.

**This paper was presented at a classified session sponst_red by th

United States Navy in conjunction with the Workshop. Intere_ 'c_ par-

ties _heuld contact the authors directly for details.
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fixed wing aircraft and makes the rotary wing aircraft a
doubtful candidat_ because of its short endurance. Their

use to monitor long endurance moored surveillance systems
is also questionable. However, the special ability of the
airship to operate for long periods and at low altitudes
and low ground speeds makes it well suited as a towing or

monitoring surveillance platform for surveillance systems.
d

The study presented in this paper investigated the endur-

ance of a variety of airships to evaluate their use for
surveillance. The airships considered were a three mil-
lion cubic foot non-rigid, and three, four, and six mil- _
lion cubic foot rigids. Airships of these sizes would in-

volve minimal technical risks for design, construction,

equipping, and manning because of past experience and thus _
_. a realistic evaluation can be made of their mission capa-

bilities.

Winds have considerable effect on an airship's endurance
even at low speeds due to the airship's large surface area.
The wind conditions considered were a) no winds, b) 100%
head winds, c) 50% head winds - 50% no winds, and d) 50%

head winds - 50% tail winds. In order to simplify these
preliminary endurance calculations, it was assumed that

when winds occurred, the airship was flying either direct-
ly into or with the winds and the wind conditions for each

: case prevailed for the full duration of the patrol add the
_. transits to and from the patrol areas.

From a survey of the wind speeds existing in a plausible
_ patrol area, wind speeds of i0, 20, 25, and 30 knots were

used to cover the range of the more probable winds the
airship would encounter. Gusts of higher speeds would be

encountered, but were not considered because they would be
of relatively short duration.

The results of the study indicate that non-rigid airships
of three million cubic feet and larger, and rigid airships
of four million cubic feet and larger will provide ade-
quate on-station endurance for possible low speed, low alt-
titude surveillance missions.
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